Climate and Sustainable
Energy Finance

Executive Training in applying
investment theory to climate finance
17 – 21 september 2018, frankfurt

Our newest course offering takes a deep dive in investment decisions
and the theory behind – applied to case studies and advanced
financial modelling. The course aims to equip participants with the
tools to make complex decisions in the face of wider uncertainty
in the climate finance world. Participants will learn to interpret the
results from real world case studies and build on their financial
modelling skills. Policy makers will gain the required understanding
to confidently engage in the policy dialogue with investors.
The course will take you on a challenging, stimulating and unique
journey. Throughout the course you will be challenged by the trainers
to apply the theory into practice and discuss the different topics
and concepts in a broader context meaningful to financial decisionmakers. Bye the end of the course you will be able to take your
financial skills in climate and RE finance into your professional career.

Your trainers at the Frankfurt School – UNEP Collaborating Centre
for Climate & Sustainable Energy Finance

administrative details
Tuition fees and
accommodation expenses
The total fee for the trainings is
EUR 3,750.

Requirements
The language of instruction will be English.
No translation will be provided.

The course fee covers all training materials,
meals and full-board accommodation in
single rooms for the duration of the training.
Participants must cover the course fee and
/ or find a sponsor for their partici-pation,
and all travel expenses to the venue. Partial
scholarships may be made available to
eligible candidates.

Application procedures

Discount

Frankfurt School – UNEP Collaborating
Centre for Climate & Sustainable
Energy Finance
Adickesallee 32–24
60322 Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Web: http://fs-unep-centre.org/

We offer the following discounts:
10 % for each institution sending more
than one participant to a Summer
Academy
  20 % discount for alumni

Training venue
The training activities will take place at
Frankfurt School’s facilities directly in the
city centre of Frankfurt am Main.

Apply for the Executive Trainings via mail:
to summeracademy@fs.de
The application deadline is:
August 31st 2018.

For more information
please contact:

We build a creative learning environment
and take you on a journey to demystify
climate and RE finance.

Mr. Sajith Ranasinghe
Tel.: +49 (0)69 154008-799
Fax.: +49 (0)69 154008-4799
summeracademy@fs.de

Executive Training in Applying Investment Theory to Climate Finance
Morning

day
16.09.2018
Sunday
17.09.2018
monday

afternoon
arrival

Welcome words &
meet and greet

Setting the Scene
The international Climate and Energy
Finance Agenda

Basics of investment
decisions
Understand the main drivers and
indicators that govern investment
decisions

Bond valuations and green
bonds
As green bond levels rise, there is a
need to assess them correctly and
how ratings are applied

Investment decisions in wider uncertainty
Implications of climate risks on equity sponsors and lenders and how they
can account for the uncertainty

Project Finance Modelling
Participants will spend the afternoon doing modelling with a focus on
scenario analysis, building different test cases

Company valuation
Valuating companies in the context of changing business models

Valuation Case Study
Case studies on changing business models of blue chip companies

20.09.2018
thursday

Managing investment portfolios
Understand the dynamics, benefits and challenges of including alternatives
in your portfolios and how to account for climate risks in portfolios

Impact of financial regulations on investment decisions
Company investment options in different regulatory scenarios
Climate policy driving investment decisions – panel discussion

21.09.2018
friday

Importance of the economic perspective
The importance of balancing the economic and financial perspectives
when taking investment decisions

Blockchain and climate
finance

18.09.2018
tuesday
19.09.2018
wednesday

* Tentative agenda

Evaluation, final remarks
and certificates ceremony

